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INTRODUCTION
to the Messages with Shellee-Kim

Excerpt From An Inner Journey
The first time I began hearing voices in my head, I was at an indoor display area in a bird park.
And these voices were coming from the fish in the tank. The exchange broke my heart. The fish
were so terribly sad being imprisoned and I felt utterly helpless to do anything to help them…. I
burst into an unstoppable torrent of tears-and because I couldn’t believe this was actually
happening to me.
I also happened to be with my then 10 year old daughter who was in histrionics over her utter
disbelief of this most excruciating and embarrassing public display that happened to involve her.
Being in her self-conscious teenager phase, for her it was remembered as a ‘worst day of the year’
event.
What followed after that for me was a kind of step by step opening of further telepathy,
clairsentience and certain other abilities and gifts. And I was able to use these in ways to aid
others also. That always gave me the most and deepest pleasure.
Even though I began hearing different voices, each with their own characteristic uniqueness and
each presenting as a masculine or feminine energy, I went into denial about it all at the start. And
came close several times to surrendering my mind for observation at the nearest mental
institution.
At this time, I also started attracting the dead from the other side. Some of these I knew and others
I didn’t. It ended up being a great confirmation period, as I was guided to those this side of the veil
who confirmed details of my various chats with those who’d been contacting me – their family and
friends. So it served a good purpose.
It was also the period when I had yet another of my many spiritual tantrums! But this one was
different: it was followed by a memorable galactic visitation. I was in my small house. I have a
lounge area which runs into the kitchen, open-plan style and divided by a long counter. There are
two extended spotlights on the kitchen ceiling.
That night, I was on the lounge side, screaming dramatically into the night: ‘If my life’s got a
purpose then show me now or I’m going to pile my cats into the car and drive us all off Chapman’s
Peak ‘(a cliff drive nearby, overhanging the Atlantic Ocean)!
At that moment, two HUman beings suddenly ‘beamed in’ directly under the kitchen spotlights.
The man was tall, blond, had straight hair to his shoulders and was wearing an all-in-one royal
blue body suit. He had very Nordic features. Standing next to him, maybe a half a head shorter,
was a woman, a brunette. She was wearing an all-in-one red body suit. Think Star Trek exactly!
No words were exchanged between us, but theirs was a familiar, comforting presence. I was
mesmerized, unafraid and seemed to go right out of time…although the whole episode couldn’t
have lasted more than 15 seconds. And then they departed, beamed back to wherever they’d
come from and it was all over!
It took several years to discover the identity of the couple – it was Ashtar (the Fleet commander)
and his twin flame. That took awhile to confirm as I was led slowly and deliberately – via a range
of websites and books through my invisible friends – to memory activations within. But first up I
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had to discover an aspect of my origins, so I was guided to the Dianne Robbins’ Inner Earth
books.
Over time and piecing things together, I telepathically discovered my family there. One member
even came to the surface – on a whistle-stop surface mission – and I had a novel experience
engaged in telepathic conversation with him while sitting in the same restaurant at different tables!
We weren’t allowed to have direct contact…frustrating, but those were the conditions of our
contact. I knew why immediately after that…I probably would have shackled myself to him there
and then, so there'd be no way he could refuse to take me back to the Inner Earth city of
Shamballah with him.
All the while, before and during those years I’d also been impulsed to work with the process of
inner alchemy as a means to clearing and balancing myself. And only recently was given a further
few clues of my origins, confirming this approach is second nature to (HS) me.
My constant past contact with the Sisters /aka the Mothers/aka the celestial girl gang (Nada,
Mother Mary, Sekhmet and more recently, Sa-Ra helps me to understand choices taken in this life
and their implications, amongst many other things.
This is a little of what came up, thinking about the journey with this particular gift. And I thank
profusely the many magnificent beings that have come forward with their jewels of info to,
hopefully, add to all of our journeys in one way or another.
And, as it always does, on this and all other fronts, the journey continues...
May there be much joy and many triumphs on yours!
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OF LIMITATIONS AND LIBERATIONS
By Monjoronson
Jun 28, 2014

Indeed, dear beloved friends of Earth. Another year has come for you in this your year 2014. And
you are currently right in the middle of your year.
Many of you, of course, hoped NOT to see such an advancement into this year as you have thus
far.
Once more, these 'delays' could not have been avoided if we are to consider the overall good of
your entire populace. And so our plans are constantly re-adjusted that we might always favour this
outcome, first and foremost.
Those of you who read here are of the more maturer variety, spiritually-speaking and generallyspeaking. And therefore can accept the basis on which these adjustments are made more easily.
Even if you have not the facts fully at your fingertips and the understanding of much of what is
involved.
That is left to us - as it should be. For you all have enough burdens of your own to deal with. And
you are dealing with all very well indeed.
We would wish you to know that many watch you - with no small amount of envy from their
'ringside' seats. Yours is considered a most privileged position to be in. But that, however, is not
what I wish to dwell for these things have been mentioned before.
Some of you have a tendency to ignore the obvious. This is largely as a result of the built-in selfdenial mechanism that has lived within you genetically, generationally and physiologically for
thousands upon thousands of years.
It is an aspect of you that was introduced into your makeup most deliberately to numb you out
and/to dumb you down. And it has done it's job rather well, wouldn't you say?
But it is also at this time the cracking open of this limitation that will both set you free and that will
help to enable all 'hell to break loose' in the more public arenas. And this should provide even
MORE interesting ringside-seat viewing.
We watch in continued amazement as this mechanism that has clearly not cracked open yet
continues to filter out the Truth from the many. Be that on a personal, political, social or
psychological level. Or any of the other levels, for that matter.
Yet despite their best efforts, our dark friends themselves are finding it increasingly difficult to hold
on and keep their act together, so to speak.
For all literally comes apart at the seams with almost everything they touch these days.
You know of the Midas touch...[SK:King Midas is popularly remembered in Greek mythology for
his ability to turn everything he touched with his hand into gold]. Well, this phase could be called
the opposite of the Midas touch with what is occurring amongst these ones at present.
They are trying their hardest in daily failing circumstances to hold on and to keep that ship of theirs
afloat. Or the many ships that are literally struggling against the tidal wave. I use the words 'tidal
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wave' with consideration. For the wave has all but engulfed them. And they are thrashing around
like fish out of water now for their very survival.
They cannot take many more dying gasps of air without succumbing to the greater forces than
themselves that are at work on this planet (and in this sector).
Theirs has been a journey of slow and painful acknowledgement towards the Truth. That THEY
are not in charge and in fact never were. This has been for them the most bitter pill to swallow.
For so long were the forces that opposed them few and weak, that it has taken them this long to
finally acknowledge - if only at the most basic level - that they aren't and perhaps never were in
control of the destiny of the Earth and her people both.
They are to go down fighting, screaming, resisting and causing as much commotion as possible.
This is their chosen path. But they are not to go down unchallenged.
And so, in this, their last dying gasps of life will they get to know and feel the full brunt of much
they have meted out to others; the larger populace on your planet.
Their is surely to be a most dramatic exit.
Be that as it may. By the same token, as this cycle draws closer to closing shall you ones know an
increased sense of personal liberation that you might strengthen yourselves individually.
And thus our forces of Light as the ground crew you are.
I leave you with this for this evening. For this, our Shellee-Kim, is none too well and we would not
overtax her. And I thank her for her continued diligence although she no longer has regular access
to a machine and the internet.
Bless each and every one of you, our beloved Light Warriors. For were it not for you, we would
also not be where we are today; proclaiming this grand victory of the Light and God.
I AM Monjoronson
Wishing you farewell.
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Many Victories To Be
By the Infinite Mother Spirit
Aug 12, 2014

I am here beloved children.
It is a most great and gracious day today and I am in a state of joyous delirium for the stamp of
approval on the affairs of man has been given the go-ahead in Heaven. Which means we now
step forward with our various bestowals. We here - of Heaven and in the skies - is what I speak of.
And you will now begin to see manifestation of that which allows us to step forth visibly amongst
you.
SK:What do you mean when you say ' which allows us to step forth visibly amongst you'....Do you
mean on the ground or limited to ships visible in the sky?
IMS: I am speaking of both.
Those who come from the stars on their ships will make their presence known. While others who's
mission it is to accompany you on the ground, will begin to appear around the globe. And this will
mark the beginning of our Ground Crew meeting with the Heavenly Crew, as it were.
All is to flow freely now, unobstructed, unimpeded and in much the way as we have planned for it.
That you all on earth might be given an opportunity to fully participate, in these, the last days of
this cycle on earth.
The best is kept for last, it is told. And this is most certainly what this final phase will produce - the
best. The best amongst men; the best actions executed FOR men and the best choices made
subsequently. Not without trial and error, as you have been told numerous times. However, this
will pale into insignificance in the light of the fuller picture as IT emerges amongst all.
We are ecstatic and I am delighted with the outcome of the great many efforts from outside/our
side? [SK: not audible on recording] and YOURS and the subsequent breakthroughs that create
this space for humankind to easier discern that which IS from now on. This makes everything all
the easier for the many who's future choices hinge upon discerning truth.
We are having a moment to celebrate our victory - one of many to be. And for each forthcoming
one shall we celebrate in just the same way. For all THESE are jobs exceedingly well done by all
involved.
And my gratitude and my love in deep appreciation goes out to all for all efforts made. Of course
as you perceive it, the action has not visibly begun on your plane. But you may call this the
preliminary work, if you like. The necessary preparatory steps to allowing the visible to begin to
manifest. That you may see it, that you may know it.
For you precious ones of Source: there is surprise upon surprise in store for you. And when we
say surprises I mean those of the best possible kind - rewards, joys, for service and commitment
long given. And this will strangely be juxtaposed against many of the upcoming chaotic moments
you will also be immersed in. The two go hand in hand in your case, you could say, and will occur
simultaneously.
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All that you have given, do remember, will be given unto you. It is our joy to be the providers of
such.
[SK: garbled on the recording here]Your work - which many of you have longed for and some have
almost given up on -.... ever presenting the necessary possibilities. Your work is shortly to
begin....???
All is in place now. All is as it should be that the action might begin.
Do dwell upon this, beloveds ones. For each and every one of you is our gateway to the
expansion of your bright new tomorrows upon your earth plane [SK: I see a visual of a dawn
breaking].
Each one of you are especially equipped to come alive/be activated in just the right and most
perfect way for you with your own special gifts that you bring forth as an essential piece in the
jigsaw puzzle.
Know this, hold it in your heart, treasure it. For you in turn are so very treasured, my beloved
children.
Now I will take my leave
I AM the IMS
Saying good bye for now
Blessed Be
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ANOTHER OPENING
By INFINITE MOTHER SPIRIT
Sep 1, 2014

Beloved family of Light and all members of the human race upon Earth.
We are delighted to announce further headway towards more of the imminent Victory of the Light
upon your plane.
This (SK:past) week of your time has again been one of great significance. There has been an
opening within the time-space matrix that holds great promise in the re-alignment of much that
was once lost to the Earth.
And this was another further victory for us all. As I said previously in a message, there would be
many. However, this one allows us ( on this side of the veil) to help re-arrange certain systems
and structures upon your plane. And which will benefit so many more people than originally
conceived.
By turning certain structures inside out, as it were, consciousness amongst you all can potentially
climb higher and faster now.
Do remember, in all workings, that the final plane of manifestation in your 3D/4D existence is that
through which the physical body, mind, emotions may tangibly feel and experience. And ultimately
assess as to how it wishes to use such new incoming data. As well as new routes it may wish to
take, as a result.
The time we are all entering into now is one of profound shifts...that will literally shake people into
an awakening (SK:she wont say what that means exactly--but I thought I got a glimpse of the very
earth shaking under and around us; I read it elsewhere also). All that happens now is exactly what
has been asked for; what is needed for this to occur.
Being in fear automatically eliminates you from being able to assist others, in whichever ways. Do
remember this. This path is and never has been one for the faint-hearted. And you (ones of the
Light) will know exactly who you are very soon. A few of you already do.
SK: I beg of you *half jokingly, half pleading* --anything but the word 'soon', Mother.
IMS: I am limited by your English language expression as to how I am able to express myself. But
truly: 'soon' and 'shortly' ARE applicable words here.
SK-you mentioned this realignment earlier...can you elaborate?
IMS: What was said earlier should be enough as I do not wish, for our purposes here, to be too
technical. But suffice it to say, what is occurring now is just one in a series of grand bestowals
upon you and the Earth by the Father.
[Continued 30 August ]
It is also our pleasure to welcome your new friends- to -be upon your plane.
SK: Huh?
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IMS: I will explain.
These ones of the Light have long been in hiding --involuntarily; they come in a variety of forms
but essentially have been around all the time. Now you will know and see them.
This may sound somewhat cryptic to you. But essentially we have a convergence of timelines
occurring, which will manifest by bringing that which surrounds you into your 'world' and vision.
The beings which occupy the space around you in parallel reality can now begin to merge with
your own, as a result of this convergence. The 'arrival' of these ones in itself will produce much
excitement and debate. We see all of this and that which is still to come as valued steps en route
to ever expanding your consciousness . And it all happens due to the opening and broadening of
mind, thoughts, possibilities, experiences.
We are well pleased.
It is only left for me to say: allow yourself to know the wonders and the glories of God. Open
yourself to Him; allow Him to be liberated within you. That you may know and have the ultimate
experience any being on earth could wish for.
THIS is truly the crowning glory of one's life. Choose well.
It is with great joy and in tremendous anticipation that I shower you all with my blessings.
I love you all.
This is your IMS
Saying goodbye for now.
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Sa-Ra 26: FORGIVENESS
By
Sep 29, 2014

Dear beloved friends and family
It is such a pleasure to be with you once again. Well, here I AM and we are...
And a very necessary topic is in need of addressing this day. This is around the issue of
forgiveness.
Forgiveness is the desire and ability to accept that which you CAN change. [SK: YOUR responses
to what you experienced] It is the intent and the acting on that intent to ALLOW all the things that
occurred in the past life to BE. This occurs in turn by accepting all of the many traumas you
experienced, disastrous and painful experiences and the wide range of abuses you have
perpetrated upon one another. It is from this you can know and live PEACE and balance.
When you accept what you perpetrated upon another or what another perpetrated upon you (or
your perception of it) a great deal of progress is made. You stop warring within yourself, for one.
And this is an enormous step towards progress of the kind you wish to be making.
For in accepting yourself, rather than continuing to ‘beat up' on yourself at some or other level of
your being, you are choosing the way of peace within. And thus can self-forgiveness flow more
easily through you. This is but a starting point then for more easily forgiving those situations,
people, places or circumstances you found yourself in as a perceived victim.
Dearly beloved friends. It is NOT your job or responsibility to shift another to this perspective or
place. It is NOT your job to ‘get them to see' anything at all. Obsessing over this, especially as
regards your loved ones and family members is diverting YOU from your own path of healing the
Self. Do you see?
We understand fully, beloveds, your great love of those close to you and wanting this selfforgiveness/forgiveness for them also. But remember: it is they that must want and desire that
enough to take their own practical steps towards this, in the first instance. No amount of your
coercing, manipulating, attempts to ‘show them' will make any difference to them if they are NOT
willing to take on the responsibility of their own creations. We do hope this is clear. We see how
many of you are caught up in needing to do this for and with others, before you have your own
house in order in this regard. However, this is not service in the highest interests of ALL.
And, as we have diverted ourselves off topic to explain that, we now return also. As you are
expected to do - to your own selves. Through the forgiveness of self, you are granting permission
to your Higher Selves and the God within to take full ‘control' of your vessels; your mind and
emotions. And this then becomes a most grand starting point to being the conduit for the
expressing of higher wisdom within.
How do you know when you HAVE surrendered in acceptance to all of your unforgiven parts?
You know this, beloveds, because you feel - perhaps for the first time - conflict free when thoughts
and memories resurface related to your past trauma/s or the persons related. This is one way you
know your efforts have been successful. Another way you know this is your reactions to and with
others are no longer triggering past destructive and limiting patterns of response. Many of these
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being related to how your ego decided (often at an unconscious level) to protect and defend
yourself in the world post your trauma.
How do you when you have NOT yet surrendered in acceptance of your unforgiven parts? You
know it because there are aspects and areas within your mind and life that remain in a state of
turmoil and pain. You know it because you continue to experience blockages - the opposite of flow
- in the living. You know it due to the negative or destructive reactions to you from others.
These are some of the alerts that you may know where you are in this important question of
forgiveness. We have spoken around this subject before, but again feel it necessary at this time to
raise.
Your new lives are to begin very shortly. And it will serve you and everyone around you best if you
have LET GO of all that holds you to your past. Without this, there can be little forward movement.
For indeed, it is a necessary start point from which to begin your co-creating in your sovereign
state.
We hope this is more food for thought in your respective preparations of the Self. Always brought
to you in the name of the highest good of all and with Love.
Beloveds, as always, it is my pleasure and privilege to serve as, when and how I can.
I come forth today along with the Sisters. And we wish you all much future happiness in the
newness of yourSelves.
I AM your ever-loving Sa-Ra
Bidding you Adieu
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BEING WHO YOU REALLY ARE
By Infinite Mother Spirit
Sep 29, 2014

Aah good morning, beloved daughter mine.
I'm so very pleased to have this moment with you once more. Its always a pleasure and a privilege
to come to you and the people of earth in this manner.
Today I will speak a little about KNOWING WHO YOU ARE.
Beloved and dear children of my heart: it is time for you to know WHO YOU ARE.
And by this I don't mean your intellectual understanding of all the concepts, metaphors, analogies
of aspects of yourself as you experience these in your world - which are always coloured and often
limited by your ego - but I mean for this knowledge of yourself to be as a direct line to who you are.
[SK: I'm getting a visual of the telephone line connection from the personality self -to the higher
self - to the god self...connected upwards by this line/cord]
TO know YOURSELF and therefore to BE YOURSELF totally is to know who and what you ARE
beloveds. You ARE soul, you ARE a fragment of your higher aspect having a physical experience.
It is NOT the other way around.
This has been how for the vast majority of you on earth have mistakenly IDENTIFIED those parts
of yourself as the ones in charge, in control of your lives. And this is not so. It is a case of mistaken
identity certainly.
But it is also a habit that has hypnotised you for way too LONG. And what is necessary as a next
step is for you all to unlearn this habit in much the same way as you would any other nasty habit,
such as interrupting another as they speak or breaking the habit of cigarette smoking.
It is to be seen in this light, beloved ones, that you might know it for what it is. That the part of you
that is in charge in most instances, is the part that is not the God Self. And great and total
transformation ...must occur that the God self can take its rightful seat as driver of your fleshly
vehicles.
Yes, this is a process which many of you reading here have begun, I am happy to say. However,
this is an endeavour that the majority inhabitants of your future civilisation are to embrace for a
successful society and its manifestations in all spheres of your expression and living.
And therefore the importance of stressing that this God Self within needs to be in charge, cannot
be over stressed. In fact, this is PIVOTAL to your future existence - individually and collectively.
As many of you have begun the process as I mentioned, you are ones therefore that have
acknowledged this needs to be so. And also understand WHY...so you will go forth then, as
pioneers, that you might share with and teach others how and why it is necessary to do the same.
Some of the limiting and restricting factors that keep you vascillating at this moment, between
identifying with your EGO self and identifying with your God Self ARE in a word: FEAR.
That would be fear of surrendering - as in relinquisihing your or your ego's control and fear of
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identifying with the unknown. And you may find it difficult to get your head around this one: fear of
freedom, of prosperity; fear of the flow of being in tune and aligned with God.
These factors, and I've named but a few here, are exactly those elements which set the ego off
into a tizz and the ego panics at the prospect of relinquishing her/his identity to the God Self.
This internal battle is indeed one on which everything rests. So it is essential that the resetting
which is to occur, also allows for a personal resetting... where you are to know and have an
opportunity to identify fully with your Higher Selves, your God Self as your point of reference.
Both in your relationship with your self and thus the world around you. And this truly is to be a gift
of the ages. Not bestowed upon everybody, but upon those who have made the commitment to
see this plan on earth through and have been devoted to the process.
It is this group - and I speak here not only of those associated with AH alone but many others
around the world not yet known - who are to be the pioneering group that will demonstrate this in
action.
You will take this to the four corners of your globe, demonstrating the new HUman. This is what it
means to be the Higher Universal man embodied in flesh. This will be a great joy - not only for this
group - but for all the citizens of your planet.
Beloved ones ,the coming times are to be rough. This you have heard in many different ways and
forms and through many different messengers over recent years. But you ones will be forearmed,
if you like, with the gift of living and expressing from the Truth of YOURSELVES. And for you , this
will help to balance out whatever the difficulties you each individually may be encountering.
[SK: I'm just feeling such joy again...don't know why; whether its coming from all the celestials at
present...or just both IMS and Machiventa, I dont know. Either way, the joy from IMS is just
permeating all of me...its beautiful... :1rij: ]
Yes, beloved children, this grand battle of the ages has not only been an external and internal one
with the adversary that is known.[SK: the darkies] But also with this aspect of yourselves that has
been far lesser known.
It has infiltrated human consciousness from within and over eons of time. But it was not always
this way. Right at the start of the time of the first population on your earth people lived most
contentedly in their God Selves, expressing through them. Everything worked, their lives flowed
and there was a community of brotherhood. Mutual love and respect flowed between these
HUmans and all other life, other species.
The God Self was still in charge at this point , and it was only after the First Fall of humankind that
the separation between the God Self within and the ego within began and became locked into
battle. And, as more time passed, eventually less and less of the God Self was visible, was felt,
until it became completely submerged and totally at the mercy of separation governed by the ego
self. Which is where you mostly all still are today.
So when we we speak of battles, of the war on consciousness and of the adversary, first and
foremost my beloved children, this is to be the primary focus of our attention. And it is here that
our focus needs to remain until we have restored our God Self to its full and rightful place. And
that is to be the commander of our bodies, minds and hearts; to be fully in charge and the
authoritative aspect of all we use to express ourselves through. In both our actions and reactions
to and in the world.
I do hope this is clear to you all as this is of VITAL significance as you all go forward into
embracing the totality of who you are.
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My dear beloved children :
You are all so very precious to us ALL here. And we wish to present you with a tipping of the hat
and a bouquet of flowers to congratulate you thus far on your personal and collective works. [*IMS
smiling broadly*] For indeed, they are great. And you are soon to know the fruits of your labour.
This is meant for each of you.
But for now, I say
May the God/Goddess within bless, strengthen and encourage ALL THAT YOU ARE into full
expression.
And with that I wish upon you my Love
This is your Mother
The Infinite Mother Spirit
Saying goodbye
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No Quick Fix To Ascension
By the Divine Dancing Daughters
Sep 29, 2014

It is with delight that we again have this time with you, dear ones.
We have all been in somewhat of a tumultuous time; as have been you ones on earth. This all
comes to a sudden halt as the 'unravelling' begins. And once it starts, as with a snowball gathering
speed and size on its downhill descent, so will the Truth as it presents itself.
Time for praying for world peace alone is not something that will further shift consciousness at this
point. What is required here and now is the absolute ACTION that all must now CHOOSE for
themselves. And make it plain and clear to those around them too.
Consider this a mission statement of sorts. For each and every individual. And here I speak not of
you who are 'converts' to the Truth and your comittment to the plan of CM Aton alone. But I speak
of those many well-intentioned beings around you who have lived in apathy, as atheists or as wellmeaning religious devotees of one kind or another, including in the New Age.
What is required of each and every soul is a choice, regardless of that which, at the Higher Self
level, they may already have chosen as their next port of call. This conscious choice is of utmost
importance. And all that comes rushing forth now into the public arena in all its shapes and forms
will be designed to encourage and assist these choices.
There is to be no more NOT taking responsibility for oneself; no more NOT being accountable for
where you find yourselves in life. There is to be no more shunning of your own creations. All that
has occurred within the life must and will now be owned by that person. That is, each and every
individual. And this will be done before they leave or before the cycle closes.
This is more important than anyone may imagine. It is to be both a great gift bestowed by Source,
as well as a defining moment for each soul alive to later share the tale ( to their respective
groups/races).
Never before has such an initiative been gifted in this way to your plane and its people. And THIS
is what makes it different; unique; offering a unique opportunity. And all those currently with their
heads in the sand as ostriches: you could say they will have them wrenched out rather quickly and
violently, in some cases. But no matter, for when the Truth enters your consciousness, you can be
certain it will not let up. Not until a complete inner purging has occurred, that is.
We can assure you all that though many of you have felt yourselves to be at an impasse (in some
cases, for many years), you have been working very hard on the inner planes and within
yourselves. Here we speak of those who have consistently chosen to stay aligned to CM's plan of
action. And who have done so consciously. And you HAVE created your path, your future, in this
way.
This has not been determined by length of time of that commitment as much as it has been the
compulsion of your Heart. And what it is that motivates you. And for each of you conscious ones,
you are quite aware of what it is which motivates you and what drives your life.
All the better to share, when the times comes, with those who's motivation has been very different
from your own.
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There is no easy accelerated route to consciousness and the taking of the ascension pathway. As
you ones know all too well. But, as you've probably already guessed, there will be many looking
and hoping for and expecting a quick fix to their own healing and a resolution to their spiritual
dilemmas. You are to remain in balance through this. And sooner or later, the Truth of things and
the nature of unfolding spiritual consciousness and exactly what it requires will make itself clearly
understood. People will then realise a total commitment to the Self is required.
For so long your quick fix society has produced an impatience, an intolerance of sorts. This is to
necessarily be replaced by its opposite - a slower and steadier approach which allows for less
error in the long-term journey and far greater critical assessment of everything that presents in
your lives.
While for you ones who are ready to stand and serve this may all sound trite, as many may feel
they have this knowledge already. But we bring this to you here and now as this will be some of
how people will feel and react.
Your kindness and tolerance, therefore, will go a long way to helping shatter the illusions of this
crumbling false matrix.
We leave these thoughts with you for now, our beloved and most treasured friends of Earth.
We Love You and look forward to working with you.
Be you blessed
We Are the Divine Dancing Daughters
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Sa-Ra 27: FEAR & TERROR
By
Sep 29, 2014

I AM SA-RA...SAWRAW...SARA...here once more. And I am delighted. For it has been difficult to
reach Shellee for numerous reasons recently and have her make the space to bring this
communique forth.
Change is upon us all now, beloved friends. And we are your greatest admirers and supporters
both. And will ever be at your side. It bears repeating that you truly know this is so and is to be.
Now I would to like to broach the subject of Fear and Terror.
Feeling such feelings and being in this state, many reading here might say, is the opposite of
being and feeling 'spiritual.'
Your definitions of spirituality, particularly those in the New Age movement, does not cater for the
exploration of Fear very much and Terror, even less. As these states are seen as unnecessarily
indulgent and also defeating the purpose of the object which is to always think and feel 'light,
happy and positive' thoughts and feelings, is it not? This is, after all, one of the tenets of the New
Age's philosophy.
You would find much the same occurring within the rites and rituals of other religious and spiritual
paths. While it may be encouraged to pray for the collective suffering of others, in the main human
pain within the congregation is not much focused on or explored. And when it does rear its head
publicly through one of the adherents/members of whatever the organisation or spiritual path, it is
usually snuffed out just as fast by the presiding authority.
Whether spiritual leaders or members, too few people in general are comfortable with exposing
the 'negative' within themselves. Or witnessing it being exposed publicly within others in this
context as this reflects back, breeding discomfort within. Fear is at the source of all of this. But
during these times we'll be moving some degrees beyond Fear even and into the realms of Terror
for many. As you are soon to see.
You have noted that the general discomfort with Fear and it's related companion, Terror, is
constantly pushed down and out of sight by most. This happens privately as well as publicly. But in
terms of your immediate future, it is the dealing with public Terror and Fear that I wish to address
tonight.
As you will be the ones who will guide and lead others, it is imperative that you first become
completely comfortable with whatever Fears of your own you still have. If you haven't already. At
least then you will not be relegated to the side of the crowd - and as one who needs the calming
when crises occur.
Being comfortable with your own Fears mean exposing them : first to yourselves and then to
others (if needs be). First and foremost it is to be your authenticity that is required in all situations
and at all times. If you are covering up your Fears, you are not standing in your authenticity. I say
this, beloveds, for you are expected to be transparent that people can identify with you and build
trust in what you bring. And this includes not being in Fear around demonstrating exactly who you
are.
Now, how would you then apply this oppenness, transparency and authenticity to assisting people
through their Fears and Terrors? And I include those who've (like in the New Age) never given
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themselves permission to be in these states - perceiving this as 'unacceptable' public behaviour.
Collectively, when in Fear people often 'infect' one another. Just as Love and Joy are contagious,
so can Fear and Terror be. People in this state immediately need a distraction that you may begin
to reach them and calm them down by and through your own pre-sence of harmony, stability,
authority, peace, love and compassionate care.
It is human nature to wish for quick fix solutions. Yet this is exactly what you will need to produce
in situations you will face shortly. Imagine people who, for whatever the reasons, are separated
from their loved ones. Such as parents who are separated from their children. You will be faced
with an onslaught of panicking people who are in varying states of Fear, with Terror being at the
extreme end.
If you take the hands of the person closest to you who feels this way and compel them to keep eye
contact with you while you intend to make contact with their Higher Self for assistance, you will
mostly be able to help bring the person to a degree of centredness and some balance again. Do
this with as many as you can.
Then, when you have enough within that group that have some emotional balance again, ask each
of them to turn to someone in need, doing exactly the same thing you did. This approach will
completely take the explosive edge off such potentially disturbing group situations. And Terror will
dissipate, while Fear will lessen collectively.
Do you see that you will and can counter the emotions and vibrations of Fear and Terror with
calm, bringing balance momentarily back to people? This way you will be able to manage them
more successfully.
Do understand that Fear and Terror will also be triggered by an energy people gathered together
will plug into (which creates the ability to 'infect' a crowd). And once you are able to identify that,
you will also be the more knowledgeable for it and at an advantage.
You have previously heard about other suggested methods to apply to calm angry people in a
riot/mob. Consider this piece as one that goes hand-in-hand with that.
This is what I wish to share tonight with you all, beloved ones, as thing 'hot up' on your plane.
Along with our mounting excitement. And yours too, we believe? [*Sa-Ra smiles*]
Lovely to have spent this time with you again, friends.
I AM your Sa-Ra
Wishing you Adieu for now.
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The Final Conscious Battle
By Machiventa Melchizedek
Sep 29, 2014

Ah indeed! And it is a very good morning to YOU and all the people of the earth plane who wait in
anticipation of our arrival. You will not be disappointed when you see what is in store for you.
But the wake up call comes bringing both harmony and sorrow simultaneously. On your plane of
polarity you cannot really have the one without the other. This is what it means to live within
duality.
Of course, the secret to wisdom lies in how you RESPOND to BOTH harmony and sorrow. And all
the many, many situations within your living, life and emotions that are all coloured by this duality.
The answer to resolving this human conundrum lies in accessing how you feel about any situation
or person that you might find yourself interacting with at any given time. Maintaining harmony and
/or balance in all situations requires that you do not give over of your personal power to it. Be the
situation joyful or sorrowful. It matters not. The trick is to keep yourself perfectly poised
energetically, and thus in balance. This you will find will be the answer to many of the situations
and encounters with people, shortly to come.
Mother Earth indeed looks forward to this 'rolling over' phase of hers. And she eagerly anticipates
that many of you awakened ones are to follow her and is most excited about this.
The ones who rule your world, or who think they do, have energetically mostly already left your
plane. And little of their essence remains to hold them to your physical plane of earth at this time.
But they have been allowed to go as far as they have to bring the greater mass of humanity to a
place of awakening, in the main.
And yes, this awakening occurs with a thud rather than a gentle nudge awake. For those
opportunities have long since passed. And the time ahead is now best left to serving the masses.
First through an awareness for all and then by holding the ones Shellee-Kim calls the on-planet
'darkies' accountable for their many and varied ongoing crimes against humanity. So it is!
And we wish to add that there will be much help in accessing the information needed to arrive at
new decisions that the masses can make more discerning choices. Based on the soon to be
presented Truths of your world.
Precious little to date has been made known and available to the broader public. Regardless of the
alternative news and websites that exist on your internet. Much still remains hidden from view
which needs to be uncovered and revealed all at once.
The shock to the system that many will experience will be experienced as a panacea for those of
you who have done the necessary preparation work to date. For you it will be a blissful door
opening opportunity to step forward and begin gifting those around you with your essence.
There is to be no confusion around your roles. At your higher self level you are all very clear as to
what these are and what they entail. And though many of you may not have access to this at a
conscious level at this moment, it matters not for you are soon to have this information
consciously.
SK: Aaah...the proverbial 'soon'...hee, hee!
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We do like to make fun of this word as it pops up all too frequently and annoys many of us for
good reason, we think; it toys with us (if we allow it) especially since 'soon' has been around a
decade or so for some, like me.
M: Well, what do you wish me to say? You know the score and you have largely dealt with it quite
well. I see no reason to comment further.
[SK: putting me neatly in my place...;-)]
There are to be no more compromises. With either yourselves reading here as the awakened ones
or those masses who still continue to sleep. There are to be no more compromises and none
further are to be COMPROMISED. Waking up will ensure this. And people will very clearly and
obviously choose their sides, quite transparently. For this is what is required in this end phase of
this cycle; that all is transparent, thus exposed and accountable for and to all. As well as being
accountable, most importantly, to the self as a part of all of this.
The transparency and exposure must naturally lead to accountability based on levels of honesty.
Never before in the history of your planet will so many experience so much of these emotions in
such a short period of time.
During this intense time the dual opposite of honesty - dishonesty and lies -will come strongly to
the fore by the forces opposing humanity's liberation. These will wish to defend and preserve their
own lives and humanity's limited consciousness and this will be primarily what the upcoming
'battle' will be based on. Should you wish to put it that way.
It amounts to truth seekers and bringers who wish to expose truth versus those who wish to
preserve the lies, maintaining as many in unconsciousness and limitation as possible.
So yes, as Shellee-Kim has stated in her blog: the war is to become most visible, conscious and
two -sided as the final battle act plays out. And one where the playing fields will indeed become
levelled for the first time.
[SK: A beautiful joyous feeling in my solar plexus bubbles up]
And of course this is the most joyous and exciting prospect for ALL of us and we are quite sure for
you too.
And on that note I shall take my leave.
Wishing each of you great strength and the knowledge that you rest securely in our help and
support every step of the way.
I AM
Machiventa Melchizedek
As One with you
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TAKING THE PLUNGE
By Monjoronson
Sep 29, 2014

through Shellee-Kim
Our beloved friends of earth.
You are at the top of the roller coaster ride, right about now. And are ready at this point, hopefully,
for the downward plunge. Yes, expect both delighted and terrified shrieks of anticipation and shock
in encompassing altogether new experiences.
And this applies to everyone - whether awake or asleep. It is for you awakened ones to determine
what sort of screams you are hearing that you may know best how to respond.
Yes, this long-planned roller coaster ride has taken quite some time to reach the peak, longer than
many anticipated, including us. All the better that we now have the necessary momentum for this
next leg of the journey. It will certainly move fast and furiously.
Many of you awakened ones will be whooping in great joy at what you see and experience .
Everything you and we both have been preparing for now comes to fruition. Make sure you are at
the ready and your sleeves rolled up, prepared to spring into action at a moment's notice.
The dark ones are just about done in nailing the final nail in their own coffins. They haven't needed
much encouragement. For they are hell-bent on their own self-destruction. But they will not be
taking any souls further down with them. They will go only with those wishing to play Slave to their
self-selected Master role. No more will their reign of terror amongst the many on earth be a
consideration. Source has deemed it so. And so it is.
And then, out of the chaos begins the real work. That of the re-education of the population at
large. Between our side and yours you cannot go wrong. This joint operation has been in the
making for some while already. And we anticipate great success and mutual learning in our
exchange. I do here mean the galactic crew who's mission it is to join with you. Numbers are
needed on the ground and this plan goes a long way in resolving this issue.
We are very, very pleased to see how so many of you ones - our most cherished ground crew are taking seriously the need to take yourselves in hand. And the diligence with which you are
doing your further necessary healing and clearing work that you may create closer connections
with your god within and ourselves. This is most encouraging to see.
And yes, the collective and individual impulsing towards this is helping you all along here also. By
this I mean the openings that have created opportunity for extra assistance (of an energetic
nature) to be given you
Of course, we expect no less from you as those on the frontline to-be. Your lives will be changing
both from the outside in and the inside out simultaneously and you are to know you are under
constant surveillance, as well as having those walking alongside you who will be offering you
protection, if needs be. All this and more is being given unto you that you have the utmost
confidence in yourselves, maintaining the necessary poise and calm required of you.
We move onto another point I wish to make.
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It is in all of your personal interests for you and your immediate future unfoldment that you allow
yourselves to receive more fully. Some of you have difficulties with this. But holding onto your past
feelings of unworthiness will not be serving you now. Please allow, with grace, as all is to be
offered and given you with the same grace.
Do make sure your diaries have a big chunk of empty space in them. You will be needing this to
attend to a variety of requirements around you: everything from training to teaching, counselling,
resolution, group participation meetings, healings for others (physical, emotional, spiritual) and
conflict resolution. In addition to many practical ways you will be required to be hands-on.
All in all, most busy times ahead for you all. I wish you every success. We know you will come out
of it all with much gained and consolidated within.
The manner in which you bring yourselves to each situation requiring your participation will be
your ultimate tests. You are already winners. Know this.
This will be all for now
I AM Monjoronson
Signing off.
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Inching Ever Closer To The End
By Infinite Mother Spirit
Sep 29, 2014

IMS: Good day to you, bdm. And how are we today?
[A nice-sized chunk of IMS talk here, congratulating me on my latest breakthrough...
This time I do know what it was about - it was apparent to me and I was very conscious of all my
choosing, every step of the way (not always the case). It's all in how we choose to re-act to that
which happens to us. Anyway, this was apparently a biggie experience for me and she had quite a
bit to say about it. Now...to see how it all pans out...
Forgive my cryptic talk, but now we move onto the public part of the chat.]
SK: Ramble on, don't mind me, Mother...not that I don't love yourwisdom rambles or am being
disrespectful...but you already know that. :-)
IMS: Shellee, now I would like to move onto the public portion of this communique...
It is with great joy that we now share with the public what exactly has been achieved during this
portion of time that has elapsed. And since my last communique with you all.
Much has been consolidated in the realms of Light that has left many of the dark ones without
much to stand on. As a result, their every move is slip-sliding from under them; their very literal
footing is unstable - and precarious even - with each step they take to try and achieve their aims
further.
Their will power, determination and seemingly inexhaustive ploys are quite admirable, in a certain
sense. As this demonstrates just how powerful they could be/could have been had they directed
the same energy towards their desire to be One with the Light and God. But this is not to be as it
was not their choice.
However, a good demonstration of the power of personal will, nontheless. As this is a 'hot topic'
amongst some of you reading here currently, is it not?
All things being as they are, we do not wait for these ones to 'come to the party' anymore. And
have not done so for some time. What we HAVE been doing at this time is to provide anchors and
footholds for the majority that will act as extra aids, when they are startled into their awakening.
That the awakening may have extra supports that will enhance the awareness and thus the
choices of each. Therefore, this has been and continues to be a most productive and important
period.
There are certain things we are allowing to play out; that the central players of your world may
each publicly demonstrate and expose themselves for who and what they are. Including that which
they are aligned to, that all may see and know for themselves exactly 'who's who in the zoo' so to
speak. :-)
When all's said and done, the majority of citizens of your planet will be in a collective and personal
position that is greatly strengthened from what it was at the end of your year 2013. From this new
strength and understanding of what it has meant to be duped by trusted ones (
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governmentleaders/authority figures), will come a grand wave of mistrust coupled with the
beginnings of retrieving of personal and collective power that has long NOT been in the hands of
the rightful owners of such. These being the citizens of your planet.
Our forces on the ground have also been having great success across a variety of platforms and
making inroads in anchoring further footholds. While simultaneously cleansing of that and those
which no longer serve in the unfoldment of this grand plan.
What times you do live in, beloved ones. It is a great privilege and honour for each of you to be
living in them.
With that said, all that is left for me to add is:
Do keep on keeping on. Your every effort counts for more than you can know or realise at this
point.
We are all with each one of you, cheering you on, assisting you where we can.
You are deeply admired, respected and totally loved.
Know this, our beloved Light Warriors
I AM the IMS
Wishing you most well on your continued journey of journeys.
Blessed be.
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The Dark Ones Deliver Themselves
By the Divine Dancing Daughters
Oct 8, 2014

We come once more, our beloved friends and family of earth!
We are delighted with the progress being made - both within yourselves and the various structures
within your world.
It is time, high time, that the dark ones had their come uppance. And it comes as we speak. There
is much more to be known and understood by way of accurate answers around their moves than
your discussions and debates amongst yourselves and your reading and discerning can provide
you with at this time.
But WE would like you to be quite assured the dark ones are most definitely to know the
consequences of their many and varied actions over time. And their mass murders and continued
persecution of the globe's majority. Nothing comes without a price. And they have begged and
pleaded, in a manner of speaking to have this [SK: 'This' is...? But no response) which now
comes.
As the first piece falls into place for you observers, you will guess which are the cards that will fall
next. And you will likely guess accurately. This will be the start of the descent of the roller-coaster
that Monjoronson recently alluded to. And a most exciting journey will be had by all, it gives us
pleasure to say :-)
Your world and its people have long wished to learn in this manner coming, and so we can only
deliver and help to orchestrate the very thing chosen by you as a collective.
Universal law works just the same at the collective level, as it does at the individual one.
And nobody or no one can escape it, no matter how hard they try or how much will, scheming or
devious plotting they may attempt to bypass or transcend it. It is not bypassable; it is of God. And
of His Creation and His Will. Which is ultimately unsurpassable.
These dark ones have held a mistaken notion about God and themselves both for far too long. It is
easy to understand why, for they have had little to challenge them in the history of this world thus
far. And the more overtly unchallenged they remain, the more they will believe they can 'win' this
game too.
For this is how they see it. A win or a lose situation. There is no middle way for them, no grey in
between the black and white. It is how they perceive the entirety of existence and Creation too.
More's the pity that they have been unwilling to see the grey, the middle way, that would shatter
their own blinkers in a hurry and aid them.
But we here work with exactly what we are given to work with. And we have no qualms about
feeding them to a soon-to-be very hungry pack of wolves. After all, it is the dark ones' wish, at
some level of their being.
Our brothers and sisters: you are at the end of a very, very long journey. We know how exhausted
you all are and how draining the path you have travelled has been on your energy. We do what we
can each night as you sleep to assist you in rebalancing yourselves and to re invigorate you in all
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the ways we can. You are attended to by many at this stage and the further down the road this
takes you all.
Know that the end is in sight. Though many will not like or enjoy the form the end wlll take. Yet it
will, nontheless, serve its purpose most graciously. :-)
And finally will you and your people know freedom like never before on your planet. Though some
will still continue to resist all that is known, all that is obvious and all that is to become plain as the
light of day. These ones will merely be reacting negatively to change.
But you ones of God will be ready to deal with them accordingly too. So all balances out in the
end, in all spheres.
The dramatic ending and closure on your plane in this cycle has required only the fittest (of mind
and spirit), the bravest, the most committed and the most devoted to the plan of God and CM be in
the lead.
And you, our beloved friends, the ones chosen for this mission are held in the highest esteem
possible for doing what you have done to hold, anchor, clear and help heal wherever it has been
needed.
We rejoice in you and all you have accomplished for CM, God and the earth herself.
Bless you all, beloved children of God
We are the Divine Dancing Daughters
With love and ever at your service.
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IN THE FINAL MOMENTS
By Infinite Mother Spirit
Oct 19, 2014

Indeed, there is some very good news for you all in the pipeline now...
[private pep talk between IMS and SK here for a bit...]
SK: Ok, well please don't let me stop you from your public message...continue on, as you will.
IMS: All is very well in our realms. Plans are taking shape in a whole new way that signifies a new
day for you all. It is time to know the start of the changes that you all so desperately have wished
for.
The dark ones know this cannot be staved off any longer. And it is with some regret that we have
decided to allow a more cutting and forceful end to their reign of terror than we had originally
planned for. I use the words 'cutting' and 'forceful with deliberation'.
For the dark ones will feel the full brunt and power of both those words. But in the nastiest of ways.
For they will be on the receiving end of the whims and deep anger of the many.
Their exit route will not be as gradual as originally planned, but regardless of its speed, the same
objectives will be achieved. All they have worked so hard towards, have expended so much
energy over is due to their sheer misbe-lie-f (as you like to say, bdm) that they could not possibly
fail. An extremely sad wastage of energy. And waste of a lifetime. Yet another they have chosen to
fall foul of.
For us, this is all in a day's work. For each of you incarnate on earth - the greatest school in your
universe and beyond - a grand opportunity presents at every turn for your growth, your learning
and thus your further advancement on your eternal journey. As you have previously been told.
The realms of the liquid light are open to all; all can access them if they make the grade to do so.
There are no higher dimensions that are exclusive to some and inaccessible to others. But it is a
question of preparation in order to enter.
This is nothing more or less than the equivalent of studying effort you may put into to obtaining
your degree at university. Or your final year at high school, that you may be awarded your school
certificate.
Of course, there are some that are fond of cramming all in at the final moment before you sit the
examination. And this can present mixed results.
While others are slow, but steady and committed students who choose to tackle a little each day
and as each lesson presents; working harder on those elements that present challenges to their
understanding and absorbtion process.Though the latter may have had to sacrifice on some 'fun'
times of indulgence, friendship and pleasure shared in the short term, in the long term their
approach will prove to be a winning one. Where pleasures will take on a whole new meaning :-)
Yes, pleasures of the earth are but a paltry shadow in comparison with the totality of all that CAN
be experienced. And those that have chosen to sacrifice some of their life for the All and for God
shall know pleasures and celebration and indulgences beyond even what the remotest corner of
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imagination has not yet been fully able to conjure up. All to be divinely and galactically
orchestrated.
And this will be a most sublime experience - you will see. Please do allow yourselves to imagine
what it might be like to live in a state of celebration, of joy, not momentarily, but permanently! Can
you imagine this, beloveds?
Bdm, there are now to come forces that will work alongside you to help you achieve your
immediate short terms plans.
[cont...15/10]
I mean this collectively, beloved. For this is what we are executing at this time: a plan for the
collective of humanity to shift gear...The forces that will aid humanity will be ones that are entirely
benevolent, but as yet unknown to most of you. You will be surprised initially, as to what they will
suggest you implement. Yet you will see and hear much innovation from them that will inspire you
to think quite differently about much...Think of it as a helping hand up when most needed :-)
The trickle down effect now takes a sudden and sharp rise in acceleration which speeds up further
towards the moment of manifestation all of you await. Ensuring you are well prepared for all and
any eventualities - many of which you have studied and been educated about - will now see you in
good stead for the coming months.
You are not expected to do everything alone and many will be despatched to aid our ground crew
when the time is right.
For now, though, stay alert. To yourselves in particular. To the places within that need smoothing;
the areas within you that are not aligned to the Father and your Higher Selves. You may use this
time to get yourselves aligned and to release the last of your baggage. You cannot take it with you
into the new world, beloveds. So letting it go is all you can do. The time is now for this.
You have done a great deal of expanding and healing, as I look at many of you. It is time for that
final step - to put down all your remaining baggage as you cannot step onto the plane if you are
over the weight limit, so to speak :-)
Some of you are literally having this baggage squeezed out of you. That which you have held to
for so long has become a part of your identity, even while it brings great discomfort. And we
understand that this letting go is hard for some of you. This is all I have for you for now, dear ones
It is, as always, with much Love and Grace, I say goodbye.
I AM the Infinite Mother Spirit
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STAND STEADY
By Monjoronson
Nov 6, 2014

My dear and most beloved people of Earth
This is I, Monjoronson
Come forth this day with more news I bring
All the many wonders of the stars and celestial heavens
Cannot keep away that which is now to shine far brighter than any sun you have ever known.
And far brighter than perhaps the most distant memory of that which burns in your unconscious or
superconscious. For this will trigger memories even as you are struck by awe and wonder. What is
to burst onto the scene now is to have momentous impact.
Don't forget... to LOOK UP :-)
All that we will be delivering henceforth is of the stuff that maketh man. And not that which man
has attempted to make. It is of the wonders and glories of God Himself. And will be apparent as
such.
Do not fear for your lives. WE are nothing to be afraid of. But rather it is your fellow man that is
and always has been, your greatest threat.
We tell you this that you may begin looking around you with new eyes; at the ones that stand
alongside you. Who are they really, you may begin to ask now...and WHO AM I in relation to them
?
Questions like these that have lingered long in the minds of many on earth - eons, in fact - will now
have a chance to be answered. It is not for you to focus on anyone else except purely for the
purpose of what they might reflect yo you about YOU. And THIS is the time, after all, for finally
getting to know YOURSELF.
It has all been a long time coming and an arduous path travelled for many to reach this point.
However, many of you wished to be here, at this time and in this place, in order to make use of the
grand opportunities it provides. And we intend to give just such an opportunity and provide a
spectacle to match.
WE here are ready to 'shoot from the hip' in a display that is open, brazen and which challenges.
There will be no more hiding out - not by us or by you ones of God.
You are now to step into the full glory of all of yourselves; your true multi-dimensional Selves. It is
ordained and so will it be.
You - our beloved ground crew - have performed spectacularly, risen to every challenge put to you
with applomb, ridden out the stormy waves that have tried to sweep you away - all with a grand
resistance, determination, strength and will to survive. Yours has been a performance that has had
numerous standing ovations already.
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And WE are not surprised. For we know who you are, what you are... why you are. A measure of
greatness in the making, is what you are. And whatever and wherever you choose as your next
destination will hold a great deal of promise as a result of your grand efforts here.
Do not forget that you, our beloved friends, have ever been relied upon by us. And it has been
together that we have been able to achieve all we have.
SK: You're speaking of this in the past tense. Does that mean there could be something to get
excited about or just another 60 second dance party, as someone called it? :-)
No, no more 60 second dance parties. Rather, one long continuous celebration of ALL THAT YOU
ARE. A place from which you will easily be able to take all things into your stride in measure and
balance.
Your hearts are God's and ever have been. Will you accept that that is so? For you are the ones
that now go forth to proclaim the Creator that lives both within and without; that is the very glue
that holds each of you and everything else that exists together.
Be prepared and stand steady.
This is what I have for you this evening
I AM Monjoronson
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TAKE THE OPPORTUNITY
By God thru Shellee-Kim
Nov 17, 2014

Let no man or no woman say that God did not walk amongst you...when the Truth is revealed.
Let no man and no woman utter that God's Laws are unjust, unfair.
Let no man and no woman knowingly feed into further lies by sleeping on or checking out when
internal volcanic eruptions now start to surface.
Let no man and no woman knowingly use his or her needs for life survival as an excuse for not
being honest with themselves.
None of these shall be tolerated in the next moment to come on your plane.
And those who insist on clinging to these are to find themselves at the very short end of the stick.
Your warnings have been endless; your preparation time lengthened, seemingly interminably.But
there is not a one amongst you who can say 'we are done' or 'we are prepared and can therefore
stop working towards such lofty goals'.
Not one of you can afford to say or do this. For the work is ongoing and as infinite as you are.
Do you hear Me loud and clear, beloved children of Mine heart?Do you understand the
seriousness of which I speak?And will you take this as a further challenge and requirement of
what it means to 'stand' for Me, with Me, in Me?
It is all very well to feel you have achieved levels of understanding - of yourself, your world and of
Me. And this is all commendable. But by no means is this a reason to put down your mantles of
protection, congratulate yourselves on a job well done and take a snooze, as if it is all over.
IT IS NOT YET OVER in your time and place. IT continues on and you are NOT TO REST ON
YOUR LAURELS at this moment. You, ALL of you are needed now more than ever.
We are talking about preparing yourselves further that numbers can be reached here. And each
one of you have the potential to reach a great many more people that this can be successfully
achieved.
DO NOT BACK DOWN NOW, my most beloved and cherished children.
There are some amongst you that have wearied upon this journey and have foregone conclusions
on what they believe is to occur.
I say to you: That first you need to STAND TALL AND STRONG AND IN YOUR FULL POWER
that you might be My worthy servant. And not one who will crumble at the slightest provocation,
threat or challenge - on whatever levels these may be.
Too many speak of this, but know not of who they are - and thus their reactions - when such
circumstances present.
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So I say to you once more: continue on to prepare ye well in the Ways of God. For My Ways will
be exactly that which will save you. Access Me within you every moment of every day. And if you
find this an impossible task to accomplish - ask Me for my help and my assistance shall be
forthcoming.
You have my Grace. Now make good use of my offerings, born out of my Love for each and every
one of you. Do not look a gift horse in the mouth, as they say.
Utilise all the many opportunities and gifts I bestow upon you now. This is a one-time and limited
offer, as your advertising likes to say :-) In that it won't come again in a hurry. So figure out what
you want, why you want it and ACT UPON IT. NOW.
It is time to make your stand to Me, for Me firstly. Let Me know of what it is you are made of.
You have had much time to ponder the many facets of yourselves and your world. Now it is time
that I see and KNOW your commitment to Me by your ACTIONS. It is no longer appropriate for the
time we are entering for you to be satisfied with passivity alone. CLAIM YOURSELVES, my
children, claim yourselves.
Know my Glory, my Mercy, my Compassion, my unending Patience and Tolerance for all my
children. Know my Wisdom and the Love which I offer all. All this can be found and experienced in
your Oneness with Me.
Is that not both the loftiest and most attainable of goals to reach at this time ?
Thus I say to you once more: take what I offer that you may reach such heights and be a force to
be reckoned with. Such 'forces' will be exactly what is required to make a success of all your
tomorrows-both personally and for your planet and her peoples.
Choose and choose and choose anew, each and every day. Choose the thoughts, the actions
most aligned with Me at every turn. And the road to Paradise will be a foregone conclusion.
Go ye all in peace
I AM Your Father
[SK: I call Source God/Father]
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